STANFORD INNOVATION FARM TEAMS

Event: Semi-Annual iFarm Team Launch by Stanford’s Office of Technology Licensing

When: Tuesday, September 17, 2013, 6:30-8:30 pm

Where: Office of Technology Licensing, 1705 El Camino Real, Palo Alto, CA 94306

Who: Stanford inventors, Stanford affiliates, Stanford students, Stanford alumni, and relevant industry experts

Come discuss the potential uses of Stanford University technologies as applied in a variety of industries and partake in the formation of this term’s iFarm Teams. We welcome both those interested in playing a role as an iFarm Team member and those interested in mentoring an iFarm Team throughout the term.

❖ About the Program
  ➢ The iFarm Team Program consists of teams of volunteers who work together to develop business plans, build prototypes, and aid in the process of moving Stanford’s technologies towards commercialization.
  ➢ Attend monthly seminars related to lean start-up concepts, team building, patent law, and VC pitch.
  ➢ iFarm Team members attend regular bi-weekly team meetings and monthly group meetings.
  ➢ The expected lifespan of an iFarm Team is five months. However, in cases where an iFarm Team proves particularly successful, the OTL may decide to extend the lifespan of the iFarm Team or discuss licensing options.

❖ Benefits and Incentives of the Program
  ➢ Actively Learn about Commercialization, Start-Ups, and Technology Development Outside of a Classroom
  ➢ Unique First-Hand Experiences
  ➢ Potential for Founding a New Company
  ➢ Advantages of Working with Stanford Technologies
  ➢ Opportunities to Network in Particular Fields of Interest
    ▪ Fields Include: Medical Devices, Internet/Software, Biotechnology, Energy, and Others

❖ Questions?
  ➢ Luis Mejia – luis.mejia@stanford.edu
  ➢ Rick Gibb – rick.gibb@stanford.edu

For more information please see our website: http://www.stanford.edu/group/ifarmteams/